Kaba registration unit 90 01

The reliable access solution
The Kaba registration unit 90 01 is typically separately to the control unit. Regardless of the installation location, the respective unit can be installed in a tamper-proof area. Communication between the Kaba registration unit and the Kaba control unit is encrypted, offering a high level of security.

Flexible installation
The compact structure and award-winning product design honor this registration unit from other ones. With the innovative quickwire technology, installation is quick and efficient. Upgrading from the registration unit 90 01 to 90 02 (with keypad), without rewiring thanks to the quickwire technology.

Function
The registration unit is equipped with an RFID interface to identify employees. The visual and acoustic signalisation let users know if access has been granted or denied.

Areas of application
The Kaba registration unit 90 01 is designed for harsh operating conditions and can be used in both inside and outside. The scratch-resistant surface, aesthetic design and complete product portfolio also protect your investment.

Advantages at a glance
- Elegant design innovative product design in a compact structure
- Robust and durable suitable for outdoor use
- Easy to install quick 1-Click installation thanks to the quickwire technology
- Tamper-proof protected against sabotage thanks to the control unit installed in secure internal areas
- Convertible easy to convert to a recording unit with keypad
- Secure in the future ready for use with Mobile access
Innovative product design
The registration unit possesses an innovative design, comprising a silver frame and a high-gloss black front.

User prompting
An acoustic signal and a light symbol (green/red) indicate whether access has been granted or denied. Access media are held up to the light symbol, without contact.

Installation
The registration unit can be installed on various surfaces, including directly onto metal, in internal and protected external areas. It is designed for surface cable mounting using a spacer frame and flush cable mounting using a rear panel. This allows the registration unit to be installed directly onto the wall or using a flush mounting box. The quickwire technology makes installation quick and secure.

quickwire technology
With the state-of-the-art quickwire technology, the entire wiring is separated from the electronics in the rear panel or spacer frame. The electronics are only clicked into the unit when it is commissioned – a practical concept that makes installation easier (1-Click installation).

Compatibility
The Kaba registration unit 90 01 operates using the following Kaba control devices:
- Kaba access manager 92 00
- Kaba remote reader 91 15
- Kaba remote reader 91 25
- Kaba exos iDML2
- Kaba exos DML2

Remark: The effective functions available of the product depend on the system context in which it is used.